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Age-related bias and artificial intelligence: a
scoping review
Charlene H. Chu1,2,3,4✉, Simon Donato-Woodger1, Shehroz S. Khan 3,5,

Rune Nyrup6, Kathleen Leslie 7, Alexandra Lyn8, Tianyu Shi1,9,

Andria Bianchi3,10,11, Samira Abbasgholizadeh Rahimi12,13,14 &

Amanda Grenier2,15,16

There are widespread concerns about bias and discriminatory output related to artificial

intelligence (AI), which may propagate social biases and disparities. Digital ageism refers to

ageism reflected design, development, and implementation of AI systems and technologies

and its resultant data. Currently, the prevalence of digital ageism and the sources of AI bias

are unknown. A scoping review informed by the Arksey and O’Malley methodology was

undertaken to explore age-related bias in AI systems, identify how AI systems encode,

produce, or reinforce age-related bias, what is known about digital ageism, and the social,

ethical and legal implications of age-related bias. A comprehensive search strategy that

included five electronic bases and grey literature sources including legal sources was con-

ducted. A framework of machine learning biases spanning from data to user by Mehrabi et al.

is used to present the findings (Mehrabi et al. 2021). The academic search resulted in 7595

articles that were screened according to the inclusion criteria, of which 307 were included for

full-text screening, and 49 were included in this review. The grey literature search resulted in

2639 documents screened, of which 235 were included for full text screening, and 25 were

found to be relevant to the research questions pertaining to age and AI. As a result, a total of

74 documents were included in this review. The results show that the most common AI

applications that intersected with age were age recognition and facial recognition systems.

The most frequent machine learning algorithms used were convolutional neural networks and

support vector machines. Bias was most frequently introduced in the early ‘data to algorithm’

phase in machine learning and the ‘algorithm to user’ phase specifically with representation

bias (n= 33) and evaluation bias (n= 29), respectively (Mehrabi et al. 2021). The review

concludes with a discussion of the ethical implications for the field of AI and recommen-

dations for future research.
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Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) has been defined as ‘intelligent
agents that receive percepts from the environment and
take actions that affect that environment’ (Russell and

Norvig, 2020). Powered in part by vast increases in data collec-
tion, including the 2.5 quintillion bytes (2,500,000 Terra Byte) of
data that the world’s online activities generate each day
(Devakunchari, 2014), AI technologies are often deployed on the
promise of increased efficiency and increased objectivity (Drage
and Mackereth, 2022). However, the ability of AI to provide
impartial judgement has been called into question (Howard and
Borenstein, 2018). As most commercial AI systems depend on
data collected from a multitude of public and private sources
(such as Twitter, open-source datasets), societal inequities arising
from prejudiced beliefs, actions, and laws may be reflected in
these systems. For example, a widely used algorithm for popu-
lation health management in the United States underestimated
the health risks of Black patients because they have reduced
access to health care due to issues related to systemic racism
(Obermeyer et al., 2019). AI technologies may be as biased as the
data on which they are trained unless this bias is conscientiously
addressed (Mehrabi et al., 2021). With the ubiquity of AI systems
and applications in our everyday lives, accounting for fairness has
gained significant importance in designing and deployment of
such systems (Zou and Schiebinger, 2018). It is crucial to ensure
that these AI does not reinforce inequities or discriminatory
behaviour toward certain groups or populations. ‘Algorithmic
fairness’ has emerged to counter and explore algorithmic bias and
harm with the literature predominantly focused on race and
gender (Dawson et al., 2019; Center for Democracy and
Technology, 2018; The Royal Society, 2017; Future of Privacy
Forum, 2017; Mehrabi et al., 2021), with little attention to age.
The purpose of this review is to broaden the discourse by focusing
on age-related bias.

The acceleration of technological advancement and the grow-
ing scope of AI has created a sense of urgency to examine the
implications these technologies may have on a globally aging
population (Fenech et al., 2018). Ageism is an implicit age-related
bias conceptualised as (1) prejudicial attitudes toward older
people and the process of ageing; (2) discriminatory practices
against older people; and/or (3) institutionalised policies and
social practices that foster the attitudes and actions in relation to
(1) and (2) (Datta et al., 2015). The notion of digital ageism is
used to refer to the extension of ageism into the realm of the
design, development, deployment, and evaluation of technology,
and how AI and related digital and socio-technical structures may
produce, sustain or amplify systemic processes of ageism (Billette
et al., 2012; Chu et al., 2022a, 2022b, 2022c, 2022d; Nyrup et al.,
2023). Factors that can be considered to contribute to digital
ageism involve excluding older adults from the development or
design processes (Ashley, 2017; Neary and Chen, 2017; Sourdin
and Cornes, 2018), replicating uneven power dynamics between
older and younger people, and result in algorithms and/or pro-
ducts that are not optimised for them. Such processes may further
negatively impact older adults’ desire to use digital technologies
or services (Giudici, 2018; Guégan and Hassani, 2018; Rosales
and Fernández-Ardèvol, 2019), thereby generating less training
data to better understand the needs of this demographic (WHO,
2022a) and further perpetuate digital ageism.

A previous literature review (Rosales and Fernández-Ardèvol,
2019) investigated ageism in big data reporting on biased samples
and tools. Building on this work, a recent conceptual piece on
digital ageism (Chu et al., 2022b) describes how older adults are
often grouped in large image-based datasets, such as ‘50+’ or
‘60+’ in comparison to other age ranges with smaller categories,
such as by decade (Anderson and Perrin, 2017; Tsai et al., 2015).

This process of labelling data may reflect the ageist beliefs that
older adults are a homogenous group rather than a diverse
demographic (Chu et al., 2022b; Rosales and Fernández-Ardèvol,
2016, 2019). It may also reflect the ageist assumption linking
aging with mental and physical decline, as is reflected in mar-
keting of health-monitoring technologies as imperatives of
achieving health and success rather than as instruments for
adaptation (Culter, 2005; McDonough, 2016; Neven, 2010).

This scoping review is, to our knowledge, the first compre-
hensive review on age-related bias that explicitly focuses on AI
and includes grey literature, such as legal and guidance docu-
ments. We have based our examination on the framework
developed by Mehrabi et al. which identifies different types of bias
that can emerge during the machine learning life cycle. Mehrabi
et al.’s domain-specific framework distinguishes between biases
that can occur in three machine learning phases (2021): data to
algorithm (data origin), algorithm to user (modelling), and user
to data (deployment), providing a comprehensive approach to
identifying biases and analysing sources of bias. Biases that ori-
ginate from the ‘data to algorithm’ phase refer to biases that are
present in the training and testing data used to develop algo-
rithms, which may be perpetuated in the outputs of algorithms
(Mehrabi et al., 2021). The ‘algorithm to user’ phase refers to
biased algorithmic outputs, which may in turn modulate and
introduce bias into user behaviours (Mehrabi et al., 2021). Lastly,
the biases that originate from the ‘user to data’ phase refer to the
inherent biases present in users that will be reflected in the data
users produce. If this data ends up in a training dataset for future
algorithms, it will result in data to algorithm biases, completing a
self-sustaining ‘data, algorithm, and user interaction’ feedback
loop reinforced by AI (Mehrabi et al., 2021). We apply Mehrabi’s
framework to obtain a greater understanding of how and where
along the machine learning pipeline ageism is encoded or rein-
forced, in order to motivate and inform future solutions. Further,
we extracted the societal, legal, and ethical implications to
understand the implications of age-related bias in AI systems
from the grey literature.

This scoping review aims to answer the following research
questions:

1. What is known about age-related bias in AI technology?
2. What literature exists on the extent of age-related bias in AI

systems?
3. How do AI systems encode, produce, or reinforce age-

related bias?
4. What are the societal, legal, and ethical implications of age-

related bias in AI systems?
5. What is the state of knowledge on older people’s

experiences of age-related bias in AI systems?

The first three questions take a broader approach to explore the
nature of digital ageism followed by a more focused examination
of the literature available in order to provide a comprehensive
overview.

Methods
Protocol and registration. A scoping review is well-suited to
explore the intersection of ageism and AI, or digital ageism, as it
allows synthesis and analysis of the scientific landscape and grey
literature (Arksey and O’Malley, 2005). In this section, we will
describe the two separate searches conducted in academic and
grey literatures (Chu et al., 2022a). This review is foundational
because older adults comprise one of the fastest-growing demo-
graphics of the global population (Datta et al., 2015; WHO, 2021),
but there has yet to be a comprehensive examination of the
presence of digital ageism (Chu et al. 2022c). This review follows
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the six-step methodological framework developed by Arksey and
O’Malley (Arksey and O’Malley, 2005), supplemented by Levac
et al. (2010), using the format from the Preferred Reporting Items
for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses Extension for Scoping
Reviews (PRISMA-ScR) (Tricco et al. 2018). The protocol for this
scoping review has been published in JMIR research protocols
and registered in the Open Science Framework database, under
the doi: 10.17605/OSF.IO/AMG5P (Chu et al., 2022a).

Eligibility criteria. To ensure depth and breadth, articles were
included if they were published in English and reported on ‘AI’
(i.e., algorithms that predict or classify data), ‘bias,’ and terms
related to ‘age’ (aging, older, demographic). The term ‘AI’ has
existed for over 50 years (Smith et al. 2006), so the publication
date was not limited by the year of publication. Exclusion criteria
included papers with non-human subjects (e.g., animals, agri-
culture), theses, dissertations, conference abstracts, non-peer
reviewed conference proceedings, perspectives/editorials, books,
book chapters, and letters to editors.

Information sources/search. An information specialist helped
develop the search strategy in Scopus and then translated it to five
other databases (Web of Science, CINAHL, EMBASE, IEEE
Xplore, and ACM digital library). The robust search strategy
included the terms: ‘machine learning’, ‘artificial intelligence’,
‘algorithms’, ‘neural networks’, ‘deep learning’, ‘algorithmic bias’;
‘biased’, ‘discrimination’, ‘ageism’; ‘age’, and ‘older people’.
Additionally, following guidance from an information specialist
and from experts on the research team/their networks, a com-
prehensive search of grey literature was undertaken. The same
search terms were used to search the grey literature, which
included: OpenGrey, Google Scholar, Google search engine, as
well as relevant websites and organisations. In this review we
included 235 websites (e.g., WHO, AlgorithmWatch). The first
200 results of Google Scholar and Google searches were reviewed
for additional academic and grey literature sources. PDFs were
downloaded and reviewed for content related to our topic. The
academic literature searches were completed in January 2022 and
grey literature searches were completed in February 2022.

To help address our fourth research question about the
societal, legal, and ethical implications of age-related bias in AI
systems, we also conducted a search for relevant legal informa-
tion. The legal scholars on the research team applied a simplified
search strategy to the legal databases WestlawNext Canada and
CanLII to capture relevant legal literature in various domains
including employment law, human rights law, and health law. An
iterative search strategy for legislation, constitutional documents,
and jurisprudence (court cases) was also conducted. The legal
search focused on sources relevant to the Canadian legal context
to maintain feasibility given the variation in legal systems across
international jurisdictions and the complex web of national and
subnational legal sources impacting AI. Societal and ethical
implications relevant to a broader international audience are
drawn from this legal review and included in the discussion and
priorities for future research.

Selection of sources of evidence. Following the academic search,
these citations were uploaded to Covidence systematic review
software (Veritas Health Innovation, Melbourne, Australia) and
duplicates were removed. The titles and abstracts of the academic
articles were screened by two independent reviewers according to
the eligibility criteria. Once the abstract screening was complete,
the full text of each article was reviewed by two independent
reviewers to judge the article’s relevance to the research questions.
Biweekly meetings were held between February 2022 to

December 2022 to discuss the progress of the charting, extraction,
and analysis process. Disagreements were resolved via discussion
or by having the first author (CC) act as a third reviewer.

Data extraction. Data were extracted from academic papers and
grey literature included in the scoping review by two independent
reviewers (SDW, TS) using an excel spreadsheet developed by the
reviewers (Chu et al., 2022a). The data extracted included details
such as the aim of the study, location, publication year, study
design, type of AI, purpose of the AI, data source, AI approach,
performance measure, key findings relevant to the research
questions, and information related to the legal, social, and ethical
implications. Any disagreements between reviewers were resolved
through discussion, referring to the original text, and with a third
reviewer at regular team meetings. Authors of papers were con-
tacted to request missing or additional data, where required.

Data analysis and presentation. Results of the academic litera-
ture search are reported graphically and with supplementary
tables. The narrative accompanying the tables further describes
the body of academic literature. Findings are reported according
to the framework of bias in machine learning by Mehrabi et al.
(Mehrabi et al., 2021) that identifies the machine learning life
cycle encompassing ‘data to algorithm’ (data origin), ‘algorithm
to user’ (modelling), and ‘user to data’ (deployment). Findings are
presented in this order to identify the most common phases
where bias is encoded, produced, or reinforced to address the
research questions. A narrative summary of the legal, social, and
ethical implications is presented separately.

Results
The PRISMA diagram is presented in Fig. 1. The academic search
returned a total of 14611 academic publications. After removing
duplicates, the abstracts of the remaining 7903 academic pub-
lications were screened resulting in the removal of 7595 pub-
lications during abstract screening. From these, 306 full texts were
screened, and 49 academic publications were included in the
review. From the grey literature search that was done separately,
235 records were found and 25 were included.

Characteristics of the included studies from the Academic
Literature Search. Figure 2 indicates the countries of the first
author of the included articles, most of which were from the
U.S.A (n= 17) (Amini et al., 2019; Biswas and Rajan, 2020;
Culotta et al., 2016; Dev and Phillips, 2019; Diaz et al., 2019;
Dinges et al., 2005; Helleringer et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2021; Klare
et al., 2012; Lanka et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2019; Smith and
Ricanek, 2020; Srinivasan et al., 2020; Strath et al., 2015; Tokola
et al., 2014; Wang and Kambhamettu, 2015; Zhao et al., 2020),
followed by China/Hong Kong (n= 7) (Kuang et al., 2015; Li
et al., 2017 Liu et al., 2015; Pei et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2020; Wang
and Kambhamettu, 2015; Zou et al., 2016), and Spain (n= 4)
(Clapés et al., 2018; Principi et al., 2019; Rodriguez et al., 2017;
Rosales and Fernández-Ardèvol, 2019) and the United Kingdom
(n= 4) (Abdurrahim et al., 2018; Georgopoulos et al.,
2020a, 2020b; Todd et al., 2019). The publication dates range
from 2005 to 2021, and there has been an increase in the number
of publications each year (see Fig. 3). The most common study
aims and applications of AI included in the review were age
recognition (n= 20) (Alashkar et al., 2020; Alexander and
Logashanmugam, 2016; Bekios-Calfa et al., 2011; Clapés et al.,
2018; Georgopoulos et al., 2020b; Helleringer et al., 2019; Jung
et al., 2018; Kuang et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017 Liu et al., 2015; Luu
et al., 2009; Pei et al., 2017; Rodriguez et al., 2017; Smith and
Ricanek, 2020; Smith-Miles and Geng, 2020; Tian et al., 2020;
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Tokola et al., 2014; Wang and Kambhamettu, 2015; Ye et al.,
2018; Zou et al., 2016), facial recognition (n= 6) (Abdurrahim
et al., 2018; Amini et al., 2019; Georgopoulos et al., 2020b; Jung
et al., 2018; Klare et al., 2012; Terhörst et al., 2020), emotion
recognition (n= 5) (Alashkar et al., 2020; Dinges et al., 2005; Kim
et al., 2021; Principi et al., 2019; Taati et al., 2019), and gender
recognition (n= 5) (Alashkar et al., 2020; Georgopoulos et al.,
2020b; Jung et al., 2018; Rodriguez et al., 2017; Smith and
Ricanek, 2020) (see Fig. 4). Figure 5 graphically plots the fre-
quency of technical approaches and software indicating that the

most used types of AI algorithms were convolutional neural
networks (n= 17; (Abderrahmane et al., 2020; Alashkar et al.,
2020; Amini et al., 2019; Clapés et al., 2018; Drozdowski et al.,
2020; Georgopoulos et al., 2020b; Helleringer et al., 2019; Kuang
et al., 2015; Pei et al., 2017; Principi et al., 2019; Rodriguez et al.,
2017; Smith and Ricanek, 2020; Taati et al., 2019; Tian et al., 2020;
Wang and Kambhamettu, 2015; Ye et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2020),
and support vector machines (n= 8) (Helleringer et al., 2019;
Lanka et al., 2020; Luu et al., 2009; Smith-Miles and Geng, 2020;
Strath et al., 2015; Tokola et al., 2014; Wang and Kambhamettu,

Fig. 1 PRIMSA Flowsheet for Academic and Grey Literature Searches.
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2015; Zou et al., 2016). Figure 6 shows frequency of databases
used in the academic studies, and that the most used databases
were MORPH (n= 16) (Abdurrahim et al., 2018; Alexander and
Logashanmugam, 2016; Georgopoulos et al., 2020a; Georgopoulos
et al., 2020b; Kuang et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017 Liu et al., 2015;
Rodriguez et al., 2017; Smith and Ricanek, 2020; Smith-Miles and
Geng, 2020; Sun et al., 2020; Terhörst et al., 2020; Tian et al.,

2020; Wang and Kambhamettu, 2015; Xie and Hsu, 2020; Zou
et al., 2016), FG-Net (n= 15) (Abdurrahim et al., 2018; Alex-
ander and Logashanmugam, 2016; Bekios-Calfa et al., 2011;
Georgopoulos et al., 2020a; Georgopoulos et al., 2020b; Kuang
et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017 Liu et al., 2015; Luu et al., 2009; Smith-
Miles and Geng, 2020; Tian et al., 2020; Tokola et al., 2014; Wang
and Kambhamettu, 2015; Xie and Hsu, 2020; Zou et al., 2016),
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and Adience (n= 5) (Alashkar et al., 2020; Kuang et al., 2015;
Rodriguez et al., 2017; Terhörst et al., 2020; Ye et al., 2018). The
characteristics of the included academic literature are sum-
marised in Supplementary Table S1 (online).

Review findings from the academic literature. The publications
discussed in this section are the 49 academic publications from
our search of academic databases. In total, nine types of biases in
the machine learning life cycle were identified (Mehrabi et al.,
2021). Five biases in the ‘data to algorithm’ phase (representation
bias, aggregation bias, measurement bias, omitted variable bias,
linking bias), one bias in the ‘algorithm to user’ (evaluation bias),
and three interrelated biases in the ‘user to data’ phase (historical
bias, content production bias and social bias). Figure 7 outlines
the frequencies of all the biases identified in this review. 35 aca-
demic studies contained more than one type of bias. The types of

bias from Mehrabi’s framework (Mehrabi et al., 2021) that were
either present or discussed in each paper are summarised in
Supplementary Table S2 (online).

Data to algorithm. This section presents biases related to the
‘data to algorithm’ (data origin) phase of the machine learning life
cycle from Mehrabi’s framework found in the 49 academic
publications. These biases stem from the issues within the data
that influence the machine learning algorithms (Mehrabi et al.,
2021). The data to algorithm biases found in the academic lit-
erature include representation bias, measurement bias, omitted
variable bias, aggregation bias, and linking bias.

Representation bias. Representation bias occurs when the dataset
underrepresents or misrepresents subsets of the population
resulting in a non-representative dataset (Mehrabi et al., 2021;
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Suresh and Guttag, 2021). This was one of the most common
forms of bias, with 33 of the 49 academic papers either demon-
strating or discussing representation bias. For example, authors of
one paper described the number of subjects 60 years old and
older or younger than 16 as ‘too few to be considered for [AI]
training as it is commonly acknowledged that imbalanced data
will degrade the learning and result in biased estimation’ (p.4)
(Xie and Hsu 2020). Of these papers, authors of 23 studies either
discussed or addressed the presence of representation bias
(Abderrahmane et al., 2020; Abdurrahim et al., 2018; Bekios-
Calfa et al., 2011; Clapés et al., 2018; Georgopoulos et al., 2020a;
Georgopoulos et al., 2020b; Jung et al., 2018; Klare et al., 2012;
Kuang et al., 2015; Liang et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2015; Pei et al.,
2017; Principi et al., 2019; Rosales and Fernández-Ardèvol, 2019;
Smith and Ricanek, 2020; Smith-Miles and Geng, 2020; Strath
et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2020; Terhörst et al., 2020; Tian et al., 2020;
Tokola et al., 2014; Xie and Hsu 2020; Zou et al., 2016). Sepa-
rately, authors of 10 other papers demonstrated representation
bias but did not acknowledge that it may have affected their
results (Alashkar et al., 2020; Alexander and Logashanmugam,
2016; Dinges et al., 2005; Diraco et al., 2017; Drozdowski et al.,
2020; Li et al., 2017 Luu et al., 2009; Rodriguez et al., 2017; Wang
and Kambhamettu, 2015; Ye et al., 2018).

The risk for representation bias was due to imbalanced datasets
that significantly underrepresented older adults. From the papers,
the most commonly used or discussed databases for age
recognition (for which demographic data was available) were
MORPH (n= 16) (Abdurrahim et al., 2018; Alexander and
Logashanmugam, 2016; Georgopoulos et al., 2020a; Georgopoulos
et al., 2020b; Kuang et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2015;
Rodriguez et al., 2017; Smith and Ricanek, 2020; Smith-Miles and
Geng, 2020; Sun et al., 2020; Terhörst et al., 2020; Tian et al.,
2020; Wang and Kambhamettu, 2015; Xie and Hsu, 2020; Zou
et al., 2016), FG-Net (n= 15) (Abdurrahim et al., 2018;
Alexander and Logashanmugam, 2016; Bekios-Calfa et al., 2011;
Georgopoulos et al., 2020a; Georgopoulos et al., 2020b; Kuang
et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017 Liu et al., 2015; Luu et al., 2009; Smith-
Miles and Geng, 2020; Tian et al., 2020; Tokola et al., 2014; Wang
and Kambhamettu, 2015; Xie and Hsu, 2020; Zou et al., 2016),
Adience (n= 5) (Alashkar et al., 2020; Kuang et al., 2015;
Rodriguez et al., 2017; Terhörst et al., 2020; Ye et al., 2018), the
IMDB-Wiki (n= 3) (Jung et al., 2018; Principi et al., 2019; Smith
and Ricanek, 2020), and Images of Groups (n= 3) (Bekios-Calfa
et al., 2011; Rodriguez et al., 2017; Tokola et al., 2014). Two
databases discussing or demonstrating representation bias
appeared in one paper each: the 11 K hands (Abderrahmane
et al., 2020), and the UvA NEMO Smile and Disgust Databases
(Pei et al., 2017).

Efforts to mitigate representation bias. While most researchers
did not address the bias in datasets, eight studies identified age-
imbalances present in their selected datasets and corrected the
imbalance by modifying the training datasets to balance the
representation of specific age categories (n= 8) (Abderrahmane
et al., 2020; Clapés et al., 2018; Georgopoulos et al., 2020a; Jung
et al., 2018; Liang et al., 2019; Smith and Ricanek, 2020; Taati
et al., 2019; Zou et al., 2016). Zou et al., used images from the
MORPH database to balance the FGNet database, although their
balanced dataset still underrepresented the 60–69 and 70–79
demographics (Zou et al., 2016). Abderrahmane et al., applied
data augmentation techniques to images from the 11 K Hands
dataset, for the purpose of giving each age demographic equal
representation, although the nature of these augmentation tech-
niques was not specified (Abderrahmane et al., 2020). Georgo-
poulos et al., applied digital aging techniques to existing images in

the MORPH and CACD databases to generate a dataset three to
four times the size of their existing dataset, without the need to
search for more images: all additional images were variations of
images from the original datasets. They proposed a novel, gen-
erative adversarial network architecture for data augmentation
that can capture and reproduce fine-grained aging patterns in
images (Georgopoulos et al., 2020a). As a result, their model can
diversify the existing distribution of a biased dataset to mitigate
the evaluation bias. Smith and Ricanek supplemented their data
with extra training on images of older adults, children, women,
and dark-skinned individuals from MORPH and IMDB-Wiki
(Smith and Ricanek, 2020). Clapes et al., improved the accuracy
of their activity prediction model by training it on each individual
demographic, finding that performance improved for the under-
represented demographics within their dataset (Clapés et al.,
2018). Jung et al., responded to the under-representation of older
adults in their dataset by creating a new dataset called the 100-
celebrities dataset, which was balanced for demographic variables
such as ethnicity, gender, and age (Jung et al., 2018). Taati et al.,
introduced new images of older adults, with and without
dementia in their dataset, and found that while facial landmark
detection improved on images of healthy adults, it did not
improve significantly for older adults affected by dementia (Taati
et al., 2019). Lastly, Liang et al., found age-related bias in a
neuroimaging model that underestimated the ages of older adults,
and attempted to address representation bias by balancing their
dataset (Liang et al., 2019). When that mitigation strategy was
ineffective, Liang et al., made statistical adjustments to the
model’s algorithm itself, which indicated that algorithmic bias,
and not representation bias was the source of the issue. The
important point made here by Liang et al., is that even when
addressing representation bias in a dataset, algorithmic bias may
still persist and requires additional strategies (Liang et al., 2019).

Overall, various approaches exist to create more equitable
training and benchmark datasets, to reduce the risk of both
representation and evaluation bias (discussed later); however, the
efficacy of these strategies appears to vary based on each model’s
purpose and the data being used.

Measurement bias. Measurement bias is when the data collected
inaccurately reflects the variable of interest, and can relate to how
the data is selected, used, and measured (Mehrabi et al., 2021). In
our results, 20 out of 49 academic papers demonstrated or dis-
cussed measurement bias. Of these, 15 tested computer vision
methods and demonstrated measurement bias by returning
higher mean average errors (MAE) for age or facial recognition
for older adults’ demographics in comparison to younger age
groups (Alashkar et al., 2020; Bekios-Calfa et al., 2011; Clapés
et al., 2018; Georgopoulos et al., 2020a; Georgopoulos et al.,
2020b; Jung et al., 2018; Kuang et al., 2015; Lanka et al., 2020;
Liang et al., 2019; Pei et al., 2017; Srinivasan et al., 2020; Taati
et al., 2019; Xie and Hsu, 2020; Zhao et al., 2020; Zou et al., 2016).
In their study about detecting age-related gait changes, Begg and
Kamruzzaman significantly improved their model’s performance
by modifying the number of selected features used in their model
which demonstrates the impact that data representation can have
on performance (Begg and Kamruzzaman, 2006). Zhao examined
a model designed to predict the risk for long-term unemploy-
ment, and found a higher risk of false omissions for older adults
(Zhao, 2020). Two additional papers discussed mitigation stra-
tegies against measurement bias: one using a variational auto-
encoder to re-weight latent variables (e.g., age) and then re-
balance the model’s training data during the training phase
(Amini et al., 2019) the other using protected attributes in the
models to mitigate bias against groups of people, such as bias
based on race or marital status (Biswas and Rajan, 2020).
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Aggregation bias. Aggregation bias occurs when conclusions are
drawn about individuals based on observations about a larger
group (Mehrabi et al., 2021). Aggregation bias was demonstrated
or discussed in 12 papers (Alashkar et al., 2020; Bekios-Calfa
et al., 2011; Georgopoulos et al., 2020a; Georgopoulos et al.,
2020b; Helleringer et al., 2019; Jung et al., 2018; Kuang et al.,
2015; Rodriguez et al., 2017; Rosales and Fernández-Ardèvol,
2019; Terhörst et al., 2020; Tokola et al., 2014; Ye et al., 2018). In
11 of these cases, aggregation bias was due to datasets which
aggregated older adults under arbitrarily large labels, such as
‘60+’ while comparatively assigning other younger age groups
more narrow labels. The most common dataset in our review that
demonstrated aggregation bias toward older adults was the Adi-
ence dataset, which groups older adults into a single category
called ‘60+’, appeared in 5 papers (Alashkar et al., 2020; Kuang
et al., 2015; Rodriguez et al., 2017; Terhörst et al., 2020; Ye et al.,
2018). The Images of Groups (IoG) dataset, which aggregated all
adults aged 37–65 into a single category appeared in 3 papers
(Bekios-Calfa et al., 2011; Rodriguez et al., 2017; Tokola et al.,
2014). Mehrabi notes that aggregation bias can occur in the
absence of representation bias, and vice versa (Mehrabi et al.,
2021). Older adults can be accurately represented, but still
aggregated into a group that erases demographic diversity. For
example, the 100 Celebrities dataset, which was used in one
paper, aggregated all older adults aged 55+ into a single category,
despite otherwise affording older adults more equal representa-
tion with other age groups (Jung et al., 2018). One paper reviewed
big data development methods and discussed how the over-
aggregation of older adults in big data methods leads to reduced
accuracy that does not occur with other groups (Rosales and
Fernández-Ardèvol, 2019).

Georgopolous et al., used meta-data to mitigate aggregation
bias when examining facial images in FG-NET, where all older
adult images were pre-classified into a ‘50 years old+’ category.
The aggregation of wide age ranges fails to fully capture the
heterogeneity of older adults’ facial features and results in less
accurate predictions. The same authors also provide a collection
of training data known as meta-data that they collected
themselves to augment their FG-NET dataset (Georgopoulos
et al., 2020a). The meta-data provides richer information about
under-represented older adults, which in turn mitigates aggrega-
tion bias and improves prediction accuracy.

Omitted variable bias. Omitted variable bias occurs when a
variable is omitted from an AI model resulting in the model
developing an incomplete understanding of the data (Mehrabi
et al., 2021). Four academic studies demonstrated or discussed
omitted variable bias that indirectly affected age: all four were
focused on face, age, or emotion recognition (Abdurrahim et al.,
2018; Kim et al., 2021; Rodriguez et al., 2017; Xie and Hsu, 2020).
For example, Xie and Hsu removed the data of underrepresented
demographics, namely adults >60 years old and children <16
years old, from their model to enhance the accuracy for younger
age groups (Xie and Hsu, 2020). In their study about age-iden-
tification, Kim et al., discussed that the absence of other data in
their dataset contributed to gender becoming a confounding
factor in age recognition (Kim et al., 2021). Additionally, two
other studies described that age and gender recognition models
estimate age and gender based on a combination of various
aspects of subject appearance, such as age, ethnicity, makeup,
gender (Abdurrahim et al., 2018; Rodriguez et al., 2017). Dis-
cussion of omitted variable bias raised the challenges in addres-
sing bias in AI given the ‘black-box’ nature of many algorithms,
where there is a question of ‘unknown unknowns’. The authors
discussed how the interaction of these covariates in their model
makes it difficult to determine which, if any, variables have been

omitted, and how it may not be possible to pre-emptively account
for every variable in their model. This lack of clarity presents a
challenge for researchers and developers attempting to mitigate
omitted variable bias (Mehrabi et al., 2021).

Linking bias. Linking bias refers to correlations that AI draws
about particular users based on the characteristics of other users
linked to them via social media networks (Mehrabi et al., 2021).
Only two papers discussed linking bias related to age: Rosales and
Fernández-Ardèvol (Rosales and Fernández-Ardèvol, 2019) iden-
tified that linking bias could result from differences in social media
use between older adults and the general population. Insofar as
older adults are more likely to use social media to interact with
younger users (e.g., their children, grandchildren), the age-
prediction strategies that are accurate for younger demographics
are less accurate for older users. Culotta et al., found that age
prediction based on language output was more accurate than age
based on their social network (Culotta et al., 2016).

Algorithm to user. ‘Algorithm to user’ biases occurs when
algorithmic outcomes that are biased affect user behaviour. Biases
in this phase are related to the algorithms themselves, through the
results they generate, to influence the biases of users of those
algorithms (specifically age-related bias for the purpose of this
review) (Mehrabi et al., 2021). In the review of the academic
publications, evaluation bias was the only bias found in
this phase.

Evaluation bias. Evaluation bias occurs when inappropriate eva-
luation benchmark data are selected to assess machine learning
models (Mehrabi et al., 2021). Models are optimised on their
training data and their quality is often measured against bench-
marks; however, the use of inappropriate and misrepresentative
benchmark data will result in models that only work well in
specific groups of the population (Mehrabi et al., 2021; Suresh
and Guttag, 2021). This review identified 29 articles that
demonstrated evaluation bias (Abderrahmane et al., 2020;
Abdurrahim et al., 2018; Alashkar et al., 2020; Alexander and
Logashanmugam, 2016; Bekios-Calfa et al., 2011; Clapés et al.,
2018; Drozdowski et al., 2020; Georgopoulos et al., 2020a;
Georgopoulos et al., 2020b; Helleringer et al., 2019; Jung et al.,
2018; Klare et al., 2012; Kuang et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017 Liang
et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2015; Luu et al., 2009; Pei et al., 2017;
Principi et al., 2019; Rodriguez et al., 2017; Smith and Ricanek,
2020; Smith-Miles and Geng, 2020; Sun et al., 2020; Terhörst
et al., 2020; Tian et al., 2020; Tokola et al., 2014; Wang and
Kambhamettu, 2015; Xie and Hsu, 2020; Zou et al., 2016). In
these papers, evaluation bias was the result of researchers using
the same unrepresentative benchmark data for testing and
training. A complete list of the datasets and their respective fre-
quencies can be found in Fig. 5. Machine learning models can
develop biases that are present in unrepresentative benchmarks
because the biases pass through the testing phase undetected
(Mehrabi et al., 2021).

User to data. Seven out of 49 academic publications indicate
biases arising from the ‘user to data’ (deployment phase) of the
machine learning life cycle. Mehrabi described these biases as the
ones attributed to user behaviours that are then reflected in the
data they generate. The data can in turn influence algorithms
through the data-to-algorithm phase, completing the feedback
loop (Mehrabi et al., 2021). Three biases from the user to data
phase of Mehrabi’s framework were present in the academic lit-
erature: content production bias, historical bias, and social bias
(Mehrabi et al., 2021).
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Content production bias. Content production bias emerges from
structural, lexical, semantic, and syntactic differences in the
contents generated by users (Mehrabi et al., 2021). Two articles
reflected upon sentiment analysis in language-processing and
found that phrases associated with advanced age and older adults
were associated with more negative sentiments than phrases
associated with younger adults (Dev and Phillips, 2019; Diaz
et al., 2019). Dev and Phillips conducted a sentiment analysis on
first names and found ‘older names’ carried more frequent
associations with negative words compared to ‘younger names’
(Dev and Phillips, 2019). Diaz et al., conducted a multiphase
study where they examined the explicit encoding of age in sen-
timent analysis across 15 different sentiment analysis tools.
Results indicated that sentences containing ‘young’ adjectives
were 66% more likely to be perceived favourably, compared to
otherwise identical sentences swapped out with ‘old‘ adjectives
(Diaz et al., 2019). Corpus-based tools that are supervised and
trained on labelled text were more likely than unsupervised
lexicon-based tools to denote this bias. Additional results of
regression analysis showed implicit coding of age where ‘old’
adjectives were 9% less likely to be scored positively and 3% times
more likely to be scored negatively compared to control adjec-
tives, while ‘young’ adjectives were 6% likely to be scored nega-
tively and 9% more likely to be scored as positively as the control
adjectives (Diaz et al., 2019). The application of AI techniques to
publicly-generated text highlights how language reflects ageism
within our society (Dev and Phillips, 2019; Diaz et al., 2019).

Historical bias. Historical bias occurs when existing biases and
socio-technical issues in the world are captured during the data
generation process and reflected in the data (Mehrabi et al., 2021).
In our review, seven articles discussed historical bias (Berendt and
Preibusch, 2014; Dev and Phillips, 2019; Diaz et al., 2019; Rosales
and Fernández-Ardèvol, 2019; Rozado, 2020; Todd et al., 2019;
Zhao, 2020). Three of these articles studied sentiment analysis in
word-embedding models, demonstrating how ageism and ageist
language is captured in the corpus (Dev and Phillips, 2019; Diaz
et al., 2019; Rozado, 2020). For example, Dev and Phillips used
Wikipedia as their dataset, studying the GLoVe embedding tool.
The paper focused on bias against gender and ethnicity, but the
researchers also found age-related bias against first names (such
as ‘Ruth’ or ‘Horace’) that were encoded as ’old names’ defined as
names used more frequently at the turn of the 20th century while
detecting positive associations with names encoded as ‘young
names’ (such as ‘Aaron’ or ‘Miranda’) more frequently found in
the late 20th century (Dev and Phillips, 2019). Similarly, Diaz
et al., also found older names were correlated with negative labels,
and younger names correlated with positive labels, labels being
words used in either a positive or negative context (Diaz et al.,
2019). Another study examined popular word-embedding mod-
els, and found that terms related to advanced age, such as
‘elderly’, ‘old’, ‘aging’, ‘senior citizen’, and ‘old age’ correlated
more strongly with negative terms compared to youth-centric
terms, such as ‘young’ and ‘youthfulness’ (Rozado, 2020).

The remaining four studies (Berendt and Preibusch, 2014;
Rosales and Fernández-Ardèvol, 2019; Todd et al., 2019; Zhao,
2020) that reflected historical bias varied in nature and aim.
Zhao’s research on algorithmic prediction of unemployment risk
discussed advanced age as being a contributing factor for long-
term unemployment (Zhao, 2020). In their literature review of
social media and mobile applications related to ageism, Rosales
and Fernández-Ardèvol explored the existing stereotypes about
older adults that lead their digital exclusion, for example, older
adults are perceived as being less interested and benefitting less
from digital technology, and how this results in age-related bias
being perpetuated in big data (Rosales and Fernández-Ardèvol,

2019). In their study about the use of discrimination-aware data
mining, Berendt and Preibusch found that rejecting an older
applicant applying for a job on account of their age was perceived
as more acceptable compared to bias based on nationality and sex
in hiring decisions (Berendt and Preibusch, 2014). Finally, in their
discursive paper about data gathering practices from older adults
in healthcare, Todd et al., discussed the historical challenges
conducting studies on older adults, including the fact that older
adults had historically been excluded from medical research. They
discussed these historical disadvantages in the context of machine
learning providing the possibility to gather data from routine
interactions with the health care system (Todd et al., 2019).

Social bias. Social bias relates to our judgement and the percep-
tions of others or ourselves (Mehrabi et al., 2021). Two articles
displayed or discussed social bias, highlighting that AI has the
potential to aid people in identifying and correcting social biases.
Berendt and Preibusch suggest that using ‘Discriminatory Aware
Data Mining’ software could positively influence hiring managers
to increase their own self-awareness of potential biases (Berendt
and Preibusch, 2014). Next, Zhao found that older adults are at
higher risk than the general population for long-term unem-
ployment (defined by the OECD as unemployment lasting greater
than 12 months) despite the affected older individuals looking for
work (Zhao, 2020). This may indicate that older adults might face
challenges to compete in the labour market compared to their
younger contemporaries.

Results of the grey literature: societal, legal, and ethical
implications. The second of our searches was concerned with
understanding what is known about the societal, legal, and ethical
implications of digital ageism. Thus, in our review of the grey
literature including legal sources, we extracted and narratively
synthesised information on the societal, legal, and ethical impli-
cations of age-related bias in AI systems. Our search generated
2639 results, of which 235 received a full-text screening, and 25 of
these were included in this review (Fig. 1). In this section, we
describe the results of the grey literature (n= 25) supplemented
by relevant findings from the academic literature search (n= 49)
to provide additional context. Understanding these broader
implications helps demonstrate the real-world impacts of this bias
and potential legal and policy approaches to regulate this fast-
changing area of technology.

Societal implications. The grey literature (n= 25) broadly dis-
cussed the potential of AI to create significant economic and
social benefits as well as how it also poses ethical and societal risks
related to algorithmic biases and harms. Age was typically listed
as one of the demographic variables that is a source of bias, but
few sources discussed the societal implications in-depth (n= 17)
BasuMallick, 2019a, 2019b; Chin, 2019; Freedom House, 2021;
Constine, 2017; Engler, 2020; Fischer, 2021; Ghosh, 2020; Ho
et al., 2021; AITrends, 2019; Kariuki, 2021; Lee, 2016; Leufer,
2021; Jansen et al., 2020; MacCarthy, 2021; Margetts and
Dorobantu, 2019; Wang, 2017). Three sources discussed age-
related bias related to employment; two were based on results
from an Indeed.com survey conducted in 2017 that 43% of
workers in the technology sector worry about losing their jobs
due to age (Blank, 2021; Kinnard, 2018), and the third was a
statement from Craig Mokhiber from the United Nations calling
for increased digital education for older adults (Windegger, 2018).
The three sources identified the impacts of ageism more broadly
in society and how technologies and AI may lead to dis-
crimination, which Mokhiber terms ‘artificial intolerance’ against
older adults (Windegger, 2018). Similarly, as discussed above in
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our review of the academic literature, three sentiment analysis
papers revealed a consistent finding of negative associations with
older adults and aging in the English language, which affects how
older adults internalise ageist self-perceptions, as well as how they
are treated by society (Dev and Phillips, 2019; Diaz et al., 2019;
Rozado, 2020). Notably, these papers used similar methods and
data mined from ubiquitous social media and information plat-
forms, such as Twitter and Wikipedia which reflect the general
attitudes of society at large regarding ageism and the potential
impact of these ageist attitudes in society.

Ethical and legal implications. The impact of digital ageism on
the everyday lives of older adults is not well understood based on
the grey literature (Chu et al., 2022a; Mehrabi et al., 2021). From
an ethical perspective, a critical examination is needed to under-
stand what factors, if any, make age-related bias algorithmically
distinct from other forms of discrimination, and what methods
have proven effective for counteracting age-related bias (Chu et al.,
2022a; Nyrup et al., 2023; Rosales and Fernández-Ardèvol, 2016).
Our grey literature results indicated several sources that briefly
mentioned ethical concerns related to disinformation, harm, and
transparency related to AI and older adults (Constine, 2017;
Druga et al., 2021; Ham, 2021; Kantayya, 2021; Windegger, 2018).
Similar ethical concerns related to trust, justice, and transparency
were also found in the academic literature (Berendt and Preibusch,
2014; Rosales and Fernández-Ardèvol, 2019; Todd et al., 2019;
Zhao, 2020). In their study of discrimination-aware data mining,
Berendt and Preibusch reported that age-based discrimination was
not considered as problematic by individuals responsible for hir-
ing candidates (Berendt and Preibusch, 2014). The academic lit-
erature suggests that age-based discrimination and its algorithmic
harms may be overlooked and draws attention to implicit dis-
criminatory motivations. Digital exclusion can significantly impact
older adults due to ageist stereotypes, for example, the develop-
ment of select social media applications based on the perceived
needs of older adults (Rosales and Fernández-Ardèvol, 2019), as
well as exclusion from clinical research which results in a lack of
data about the effects of medications on older adults (Todd et al.,
2019). Finally, the ethical implications of Zhao suggest that older
adults would be less likely to receive unemployment assistance
compared to the general population based on a predictive model
of long-term unemployment, which demonstrates the potential
socioeconomic impacts of algorithmic bias and digital ageism
(Zhao, 2020).

The legal implications associated with age-related bias in AI are
multifaceted and wide ranging. As a result, the legal analysis
cannot be constrained to a single legal discipline, area of practice,
or area of law. For example, matters relating to age-related bias in
AI have the potential to engage legal issues in tort law, including
medical malpractice (Froomkin et al., 2019), human rights and
constitutional law (Henderson et al., 2022), and employment law
(Ajunwa, 2018). Our review of the legal landscape in Canada
(where the majority of the researchers on this project work and
live) found that the issue of age-related bias in AI has not been
directly explored by primary Canadian authorities (statutes or
case law); however, our search did reveal primary sources that
may be extrapolated and applied to the analysis of age-related bias
in AI. These primary sources included:

1. The Directive on Automated Decision-Making from the
Government of Canada (Secretariat, 2019)

2. Laws of more general application including the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms (The Constitution Act,
1982) and the Personal Information Protection and
Electronic Documents Acts (Personal Information Protec-
tion and Electronic Documents Act, 2000),

3. Case law examining the section 15 equality rights as
guaranteed by the Charter (Gosselin v. Quebec (Attorney
General), [2002] 4S.C.R. 429, 2002 SCC 84, 2002);

The absence of primary authorities is unsurprising given the
significant barriers to litigating bias in AI. The black box
phenomenon, which refers to the ‘…lack of transparency and
explainability in machine learning systems in regard to how and
why the algorithm interprets data and reaches its conclusion’
(Gosselin v. Quebec (Attorney General), [2002] 4S.C.R. 429,
2002SCC 84, 2002) poses a significant evidentiary hurdle for
potential litigants. This is particularly true for claims where the
plaintiff bears the burden of establishing a prima facie case of
demonstrating disparate treatment by AI (Beatson et al., 2020;
Ewert *v.* Canada, 2018 SCC 30, [2018] 2S.C.R. 165, 2018).
Additionally, there remains, ‘only minimal, tangential, or no
legislative regulation … governing the development of certifica-
tion or AI, the deployment of AI systems and tools with adequate
training or policy support, or regular auditing and oversight of AI
driven activities.’ (Beatson et al., 2020) At the time of our review,
Canada did not have specific AI legislation, but instead relied on
laws of general application, the existing market framework, and
softer policies such as data governance frameworks, policies,
standards, impact assessment tools, ethics boards, and other
informal declarations (Martin-Bariteau and Scassa, 2021).

Given the significant challenges facing litigants seeking legal
redress for biased AI, some scholars have postulated that the
existing legal landscape is inadequate to address claims of AI
related discrimination (Henderson et al., 2022). Although the
issue of bias in AI has been broadly explored by scholars, our
research suggests that the analysis has largely been in the context
of gendered (Howard and Borenstein, 2018) and racialized bias
(Angwin et al., 2016), not age-related bias or the consequences of
digital ageism. Some legal scholars have mentioned age-related
bias in a cautionary sense or have simply identified age-related
bias as a possible concern, but none of the legal literature we
reviewed directly explored the legal implications of age-related
bias in AI within the healthcare context or otherwise.

Discussion
This scoping review included 74 articles from the academic
(n= 49) and grey literature (n= 25) about age-based bias in
machine learning algorithms pertaining to older adults to explore
how age-related bias and digital ageism may be created, sustained,
or reinforced algorithmically. This interdisciplinary scoping
review contributes a systematic and comprehensive set of results
identifying nine types of bias throughout the three phases along
the machine learning pipeline and could be used to target future
research and critical enquiry about digital ageism. We expand on
our ideas below to answer each of the research questions.

To answer the first research question pertaining to what is
known about digital ageism in AI technology, we identified nine
distinct biases from the machine learning bias framework
(Mehrabi et al., 2021) based on 19 different AI applications that
cover a range of purposes. Among these AI applications, age
recognition and facial recognition were the most frequently used.
Our findings crucially demonstrate that age-related bias can
manifest in various forms of AI technology along different points
of the machine learning pipeline, ranging from under-
representation in datasets to AI deployment. By identifying these
biases, we can begin to address and mitigate them in order to
create more equitable and inclusive AI systems. Publications
about age-related bias have increased over the years in the
included studies; however, our grey literature review found little
mention of age-related bias in AI or its risks. Additionally, this
highlights the need for more attention to be given to the
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intersection of ageism and technology in order to better under-
stand and address these issues through policy and legal para-
meters. More recently, the issue of age-based bias in AI and
digital ageism has garnered more attention by academics (Chu
et al., 2022b; Neves et al., 2023; Peine and Neven, 2021; Rosales
and Fernández-Ardèvol, 2019; Stypinska, 2022), developers of
algorithms (Wang et al., 2023), and The World Health Organi-
zation (WHO) published a 2022 policy brief on Ageism in Arti-
ficial Intelligence for Health (WHO, 2022a) as a follow-up to its
Global Report on Ageism (WHO, 2021) after the completion of
this review.

The review addresses the second research question by revealing
the extent of age-related bias in AI systems. We found that age-
related bias most commonly arises from the ‘data to algorithm’
phase (n= 71), followed by ‘algorithm to user’ (n= 29) and ‘user
to data’ (n= 11) phases. The majority of academic publications
(n= 35) contained discussion relevant to more than one type of
bias, resulting in a high level of publication overlap between
different types of bias. Our review reports empirical findings
about measurement bias in the ‘data to algorithm’ phase indicate
an under-performance of AI related to the data of older adults
(see Table 2). These papers demonstrated measurement bias,
primarily through facial and age recognition systems, revealing a
higher mean error rate for older people than younger people. Of
these 20 papers in our review which either demonstrated or
discussed measurement bias, 12 also discussed or demonstrated
representation and evaluation bias (Alashkar et al., 2020; Bekios-
Calfa et al., 2011; Chin, 2019; Clapés et al., 2018; Georgopoulos
et al., 2020a; Georgopoulos et al., 2020b; Klare et al., 2012; Kuang
et al., 2015; Liang et al., 2019; Pei et al., 2017; Xie and Hsu, 2020;
Zou et al., 2016). This key finding supports the notion that when
algorithms are trained on datasets that lack adequate repre-
sentation of older adults, their future performance on older
adults’ data may be sub-optimal, which may in turn intensify
inequality at the level of the AI system. These inequities have their
roots in the historical and social bias that are then reflected in the
‘user to data’ biases. These biases are the product of our societal
ageist tendencies. The results showed a binomial distribution of
the number of biases in the datasets (data origin phase) and the
user (deployment phase) which demonstrates the socio-technical
aspects of how ageism manifests into AI systems and technolo-
gies. Therefore, it is essential not to disregard its social dimen-
sions as emphasised by Crawford (2021). The interpretation,
reaction, and application of AI, as well as the individuals involved
in these processes, are influenced by broader social and political
structures and procedures.

To address the third research question about how AI systems
encode, produce, and reinforce age-related bias, we identified two
important and distinct phenomena contributing to digital ageism.
The first is the exclusion or absence of older adults from the data
that is used to build models. We observed that the most utilised
datasets for the purpose of facial and age recognition programs,
such as FG-Net (Han and Jain, 2014), MORPH (UNCW, 2022)
and Adience (Eidinger et al., 2014), significantly under-
represented older adults. This lack of data about older adults
could occur for several reasons, for example sampling bias, which
stems from the use of sources like personal collections of photos,
police booking databases, and social media, where older adults are
less likely to be represented (Rosales and Fernández-Ardèvol,
2019). The second phenomenon is the misrepresentation of age as
a category and older adults’ data. Our analysis revealed the
aggregation of older adult data into broad age groups that inac-
curately represents the diversity of older adults. This suggests that
the process of labelling of data is another source of age bias,
similar to Crawford’s, 2021, ch. 4, argument that labelling con-
tributes to race and gender bias in datasets, such as ImageNet and

UTKFace (Crawford, 2021). Of note, is that we were unable to
find this labelling approach applied to younger people and were
unable to locate any rationale to justify the aggregation of data
from older adults in the included academic papers.

The results of the grey literature search also produced findings
about the societal, legal, and ethical implications of age-related
bias in AI systems to address our fourth research question. First,
there are societal and ethical implications where the amplification
and replication of negative associations or stigmatising practices
against older adults are concerned. The idea that AI can create,
sustain and reinforce negative associations that equate ‘old’ with
negative valuation and ‘young’ with positive valuation is unfairly
discriminatory. Such processes reflect and reinforce broader
social systems and structures that associate positive features with
‘youthfulness’. Further, these implicit age-related stereotypes held
by younger people, as well as in society as a whole (Diaz et al.,
2019; Rodriguez et al., 2017; Rozado, 2020), can maintain nega-
tive interpretations of aging and later life. For example, interviews
with technology sector workers revealed that employees over the
age of 30 are often considered ‘old’ within the industry, and worry
about job security (Rosales and Svensson, 2020). These ageist
perspectives permeate the digital space, where they can be
detected and replicated by AI, and can shape the messages and
ideas that circulate with regards to aging and later life. This
process, left unfettered, raises several challenges given that AI has
the potential to fundamentally change the experience of aging in
our increasingly digitised society.

The reinforcement of negative stereotypes or old age through
technology and AI is an important ethical issue as older people
already experience disadvantages (Crystal et al., 2017) and social
exclusion as they age in our society (Dannefer, 2003; Grenier
et al., 2022; Walsh et al., 2017). While the results of this review
were focused on the machine learning pipeline, the results must
be discussed within a broader societal context. Intersectionality
applied to aging outlines how intersecting social locations such as
gender, race, class, and sexual orientation impact aging (Calasanti
and King, 2015; McMullin and Ogmundson, 2005). The growing
scope of AI systems that exhibit age-based bias may reinforce the
societal practices and patterns based on discriminatory ageist
beliefs and stereotypes in a negative feedback loop (Zou and
Schiebinger, 2018) that perpetuates digital ageism. Such
technology-mediated cycles of injustice can lead to algorithmic
and social harm, for example the loss of social capital for older
adults or opportunity costs across different areas such as
healthcare, social welfare, and housing which could lead to fur-
ther disadvantages (Chu et al., 2022d). Moreover, negative con-
notations related to ageing are internalised by older adults,
changing their self-representation and further reducing their
willingness or interest to engage with technology (Chu et al.,
2022d; Gendron et al., 2016), which continues to drive the
negative feedback loop (Köttl et al., 2021). Adequately addressing
these complex problems requires a combination of solutions on
multiple levels. Examples include the development of technical
solutions, such as mitigation strategies, as well as exploring the-
oretical insights about the nature and impacts of intersecting
structural inequities. However, while there is a need for research
to advance our understanding on how to obtain accurate and
representative data, these goals must be balanced with ethical
considerations, including older adults’ preferences related to
privacy, right to refuse, autonomy, fairness, and security.

Additionally, our enquiry into the legal implications of age-
related bias in AI systems via the grey literature search demon-
strated a lack of jurisprudential precedent and legal scholarship
relating to age-related bias in machine learning. This is a fast-
evolving area and an important element of the AI ecosystem. In
Canada, the federal government introduced Bill C-27, the Digital
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Charter Implementation Act in June 2022 that proposes to enact
(among other things), the Artificial Intelligence and Data Act to
regulate AI and reduce the potential of harm and bias in AI
systems (Government of Canada, 2023). Further research is
needed to monitor the evolving legal landscape and the potential
that older people would have to challenge age-based exclusion
and/or the non-realisation of their rights.

While our review of the legal literature focused on the Cana-
dian legal landscape, research in this field could be expanded to
include international case law and international treaties, such as
the UNESCO global agreement on the ethics of AI (UNESCO,
2021). Although international authorities are not binding in the
Canadian context, these authorities, particularly those from
common law jurisdictions, can provide overarching policy setting
agendas and insight as to how global and local legal landscapes
may evolve to handle issues of ageism in AI in future. Com-
parative work with other jurisdictions could also prove infor-
mative. In the United States, for example, a complex web of local,
state, and federal legislation and policy govern AI. At the federal
level, the National Artificial Intelligence Initiative Act became law
in January 2021 (National Artificial Intelligence Initiative Office,
2021), a blueprint for an AI Bill of Rights was published by the
White House in October 2022 (The White House, 2022), and the
Algorithmic Accountability Act was reintroduced in 2022 after
failing to gain support in 2019 (Morgan et al., 2022). Further,
many individual US states have introduced state-level AI legis-
lation (National Conference of State Legislatures, 2022). Despite
the increased legislative efforts to ensure AI is not used against
the public interest, or the interests of minority groups, a larger
complex issue that remains for scholars and legislators is to
determine the type, amount, and extent of governance infra-
structure required for the involvement in the impact assessment
of AI and the oversight during development and deployment
(Government of the United Kingdom, 2022). In the European
Union, the proposed Artificial Intelligence Act (European
Parliament, 2021) has been the subject of much legal discussion
and may set a new global standard for regulating AI. Because
these legal reforms are meant to reduce discriminatory or biased
outcomes when algorithms are used in decision-making, future
reviews focused on age-based bias and AI should consider
including a legal analysis to monitor jurisprudential and legisla-
tive developments in the field.

In our efforts to explore older peoples’ experiences of age-
related bias as per our final research question, one glaring
omission from our findings was the perspectives of older adults
and their experiences of age-related bias. Our academic and grey
literature searches did not return any research from the per-
spectives of older people with regards to ageism and AI. The lack
of research in this area may represent the emerging nature of
digital ageism, or potentially indicate another form of exclusion of
older adults as a marginalised group. To gain a better under-
standing of the perspectives, needs, concerns, and preferences of
older adults in the development of AI technology, it is crucial to
pursue inclusive and participatory research that incorporates
representative voices. This requires conducting research that
involves older adults not just as study participants, but also as
active decision-makers and contributors.

This scoping review comprised of an academic and grey lit-
erature search has several strengths. First, we used a rigorous
methodology based on the Arksey and O’Malley (Arksey and
O’Malley, 2005) scoping review framework, and a comprehensive
search strategy that includes interdisciplinary and discipline-
specific databases in relation to Mehrabi’s framework outlining
bias in AI. Our protocol was registered and published in JMIR
Research Protocols as an open access document (Chu et al.,
2022a). Second, the grey literature and web searches were

conducted to find additional sources to supplement the academic
literature in order to assess societal, ethical and legal aspects.
Third, the results were interpreted by an interdisciplinary team of
experts from law, computer science, engineering, health, social
gerontology and philosophy. One of the potential limitations of
this study is the exclusion of publications in non-English lan-
guages. Also, our review would not have captured all examples of
implicit age-related bias, only in papers that mentioned the
keyword ‘bias’; however, the studies included in this review can
serve as exemplars of implicit and explicit bias. The implicit
nature of ageism in the context of the technology sector with
limited ethics oversights and regulations underscores the
importance of further research and policy development. One
major concern is that these biases and omissions may continue to
produce exclusion and push older people whose experiences are
not read as ‘youthful’ further outside the peripheries of shared
social and cultural everyday spaces, including but not limited to
those mediated through technological systems.

This review highlights several areas for future research. First,
more research is needed to illuminate the perspectives of older
adults, as well as examining their experiences with the inter-
sectionality of algorithmic bias related to age, race, and gender
(Chu et al., 2022b) from various theoretical perspectives would
increase our understanding of the impact of digital ageism. Added
to this is an exploration of the mitigation strategies that could be
used to reduce age-related biases found in AI. Second, this aca-
demic literature review only uncovered efforts to address repre-
sentation and measurement bias, thus more research in this area
is warranted to understand possible technical and methodological
solutions. For example, the generation of best practices and a
theoretical framework to improve the inclusion of older people is
needed, as well as more research about the efficacy of the methods
used to include older adults in research (Fischer et al., 2020).
Third, to advance the field of digital ageism, there is a pressing
need to establish a consensus on research and policy priorities,
bringing together diverse transdisciplinary perspectives for col-
lective progress and to instigate meaningful change. These should
include national and international agencies, research institutes,
organizations, and consortiums should collaborate in an effort to
embed the identified priorities given the vast reach and scale of
digital ageism. Future policy directions should include deter-
mining effective technical, design and governance strategies to
address issues of representation and misrepresentation of older
adults (data to algorithm), poor evaluation and model building
(algorithm to user), and societal and structural ageism that gen-
erates public data (user to data) - or some combination thereof.
Fourth, to address algorithmic under-performance, a conscious
systematic effort is needed which should involve developing and
evaluating technical and methodological approaches to mitigate
digital ageism. Based on the review findings, digital ageism is an
extension of the negative societal devaluation and representation
of older people in the realm of technology and its effects (Chu
et al., 2022b). The broader critical and scholarly discussion about
the societal structures that contribute to ageism should continue
to include the relationship between technology and age as it
intersects with social locations, processes of social exclusion and
inequitable power dynamics within social structures, in institu-
tional processes, and the everyday lives of older people (Nyrup
et al., 2023). Finally, future research should include societal dis-
course about older adults and AI and how the stereotypes and
biases are proliferated to create ageist norms as this would pro-
vide important context for research about digital ageism. Given
our increasing aging population, there exists an ethical imperative
to ensure that societal and technological advances occur in a way
that takes into meaningful consideration the lives of older adults.
Future advancements in this area need to be interdisciplinary,
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involve a wide range of insights from older people, and under-
stood within the broader and place-based social, cultural and
political contexts within which they occur.

Conclusion
The findings of our scoping review and grey literature searches
advance the discourse about age-related bias in AI systems, digital
ageism, and the related societal, ethical and legal implications.
The foundational knowledge gained through this study has
identified various challenges and areas of future research, policy
and action to address age-related bias along the machine learning
pipeline. Future research and efforts can use these empirical
findings to further advance theory and practice to address digital
ageism, including but not limited to, strategies to mitigate the
biases. The results underscore the need for better representation
of older people and their perspectives, as well as the development
of protective mechanisms concerned with ethics, privacy and legal
rights. Similar to other forms of algorithmic bias, digital ageism is
deeply entangled with societal biases and wider structural
inequalities. A concerted multifaceted interdisciplinary effort will
be needed to begin to effectively address them.

Data availability
Data sharing is not applicable to this research as no data were
generated or analysed.
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